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LESSONS LEARNEDLESSONS LEARNED

  Early Warning System Saves LivesEarly Warning System Saves Lives

Proper Instruments detect earlyProper Instruments detect early

Warning informsWarning informs

Awareness enablesAwareness enables

Preparedness guidesPreparedness guides

Planning means faster responsePlanning means faster response

Strong buildings and safe structures assistStrong buildings and safe structures assist

Stakeholder Coordination facilitatesStakeholder Coordination facilitates

High-level advocacy sustainsHigh-level advocacy sustains

Proper Instruments detect earlyProper Instruments detect early

Warning informsWarning informs

Awareness enablesAwareness enables

Preparedness guidesPreparedness guides

Planning means faster responsePlanning means faster response

Mitigation Countermeasures reduce impactMitigation Countermeasures reduce impact

Strong/safe buildings / wise land-useStrong/safe buildings / wise land-use

Stakeholder Coordination facilitatesStakeholder Coordination facilitates

High-level Advocacy sustainsHigh-level Advocacy sustains
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Alert & Warning
Technology assists warnings

Getting warning to respondersGetting warning to responders

Getting warning to publicGetting warning to public

Use table top exercises toUse table top exercises to

Conduct drills in the communityConduct drills in the community

Test the notification systemsTest the notification systems

Involve the Involve the MEDIA as a PARTNERMEDIA as a PARTNER



1986, 1994 Warnings:1986, 1994 Warnings:  Media ReportsMedia Reports

Pacific-wide Tsunami Warnings issued
Sirens sounded, Statewide evacuations
Small (< 1 m), non-destructive tsunamis

1986 - mid-afternoon to pm rush hour
1994 - early morning to am rush hour

Losses
1996 Study (DBEDT) => $60.2M/day

1986 (extr) => $43M

1994 (extr) => $56M
2003 (extr) => $77M

Media shapesMedia shapes
public opinionpublic opinion



A Real Tsunami Event - A Real Tsunami Event - what happenswhat happens

1. Media receive bulletins at same time

2. Media will call anyone and everyone for
statements not only for updates, but to fill time.

3. They especially want to know definitions of a
watch and a warning.  They want soundbites.

4. Most of tsunami experts are state or county
advisors, meaning they are on duty at EOC
and not available to respond to media calls.

5. PTWC telephone lines are all busy. Duty staff
are not available to respond to media calls.

6. Media webpage - another source of info.



Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

25 Sept 2003, Hokkaido25 Sept 2003, Hokkaido

Anticipate questions & develop talking points
scripts for commonly asked questions

Be prepared to answer questions about TWC as
well as impacts in region and everywhere

=> Scripted FAQs and definitions, B-roll

Automatically update
phone recordings

      => Text-to-voice
update at msg trans

Establish recognized

Official info source



TV Broadcasting in JapanTV Broadcasting in Japan
When an Earthquake OccursWhen an Earthquake Occurs……....



NHK TV Screen ImageNHK TV Screen Image

showing Seismic Intensity by Miyagi-ken Earthquake on 26 July 2003
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NHK:NHK:

HowHow  they respondthey respond

Issue as Urgent Breaking NewsIssue as Urgent Breaking News

    Using all Media (    Using all Media (8 Domestic Channels)8 Domestic Channels)

  1) Computerized Screen  1) Computerized Screen

  2) Automatic generated scripts  2) Automatic generated scripts

  3) 450 Robot cameras  nationwide  3) 450 Robot cameras  nationwide

  4) Helicopters  4) Helicopters



Ratings surgeRatings surge

(TV programs)(TV programs)
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WHY BROADCASTING ?WHY BROADCASTING ?
Useful tool to convey vital informationUseful tool to convey vital information

WIDE REACHABILITYWIDE REACHABILITY

   Television/ Radio per household/   Television/ Radio per household/
communitycommunity

SPEEDSPEED

       Allow people to respond Allow people to respond

LIVELIVE

        Update latest informationUpdate latest information

EducationEducation

    Visual & Audio material    Visual & Audio material

    Enhance awareness and preparedness    Enhance awareness and preparedness



Minimizing damageMinimizing damage

BROADCASTERS (TV & Radio)BROADCASTERS (TV & Radio)––

RReadyeady and  and effective tool to convey informationeffective tool to convey information
to peopleto people  at the last mileat the last mile

Broadcasters can contribute to minimizingBroadcasters can contribute to minimizing
impact of natural disastersimpact of natural disasters

THEY PROVIDETHEY PROVIDE::

   Quick and accurate information   Quick and accurate information

GOAL:  NOT to generate anyGOAL:  NOT to generate any

                            Rumor / PanicRumor / Panic



JapanJapan

      EQ intensity information broadcast as
crawler on television screens within 1 min

HawaiiHawaii
Civil Defense Agencies, National Weather
Service, PTWC work closely to immediately
activate the State Emergency Alert System
(EAS) => Sirens + television crawlers +

                     Voice alerts (radio)

Media can play a vital role for rapid

dissemination => effective communication

channels for immediately reaching a broad

population



National / international media know how the
tsunami early warning alert and
communication process operates

Communication lines between government
authorities, scientific community and media
clearly identified => media knows who to
contact / where they can be contacted

Authorities must be available to respond to
the media or to contact them directly

Regional and national networks and
protocols in the media dissemination of
tsunami alerts be clarified and reinforced

BUT, media must report accurately!
To do this:



Prepare a manual for journalists that
would provide information on how to
react in disaster situations.  Topics:

 What information needs to be
disseminated and when;

 Who should to be contacted;

 What procedures should be
followed;

 What questions should be asked.

To Fill this Gap:
UNESCO+partners:  Media guidance



Thank youThank you


